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Now - Meet the first woman XO

Winter 2023
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"These dolphins, once you pin
them on your chest, leave deep
marks, right over your heart,
long after the uniforms have
been put away.”

Base Commander
David Ashley
commander@cincysubvets.com

Amber Cowan
In the fall issue, I introduced the first women Chief of the Boat. Now I am
introducing the first Submarine Executive Officer – Amber Cowan.
On 12 Nov. 2022 Cowan became the XO of the Gold Crew on the missile
boat USS Kentucky (SSBN-737).
After graduation from University of Washington in 2010, she received orders
to attend Nuclear Power School in Goose Creek, S. Carolina, then Naval Prototype
Training Unit and Sub School.
Her first boat was the USS Maine (SSBN-741) (Blue). During the three years
aboard, she served as the Main Propulsion Assistant, Damage Control Assistant,
and Tactical Systems Officer.

Continued next page:
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Amber Cowan – first Submarine XO – continued:
Following the Maine, she served as the Assistant Nuclear Programs Coordinator at Naval Service
Training Command in Pensacola, Fla., and then attended Submarine Officer’s Advance Course in Groton,
Conn. in preparation to serve as a department head.
May of 2017 Cowan served as the Engineering Officer aboard the fast attack boat USS Texas (SSN775). From there, she served in COMSUBPAC as the Force Radiological Control Officer. While there,
Cowan was selected to serve as an XO and began Submarine Command Course at Naval Submarine
Training Center, Pacific.
And now she is the first Executive Officer of a Submarine as of this past November.
As of November, women sailors are assigned to 28 operational submarine crews and the Navy plans
to have women on 33 submarine crews by 2030.
Source: First Woman to Serve as a Submarine XO Reports for Duty written by 2nd Class Molly
Crawford, Commander, Submarine Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet Public Affairs

2023 CALENDAR for First Quarter
January 28 at 1300 hrs. – Meeting
February 25 at 1300 hrs. - Meeting
March 25 at 1300 hrs. – Meeting

ANCHORS AWEIGH
Anchors Aweigh, my boys, Anchors Aweigh!
Farewell to foreign Shores, we sail at break of day-ay-ay-ay:
Through our last night ashore, drink to the foam,
Until we meet once more, here’s wishing you a happy voyage home!
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Member’s Page
Happy Birthday
January
8 – David Self
18 – Dave Ashley
25 – Tim Rich
27 – Angelo Naso

EDITOR

February

March

16 – Tom Fisher

tom.fisher216@yahoo.com
i Editor: Tom Fisher

6 – Fred Heyse
13 – Bobby Rogers
25 – Joe Dean

If you don’t see your birthday please send me an email at tom.fisher216@yahoo.com

We are seeking ways to locate other former submariners in our area who
might like to join us. If you know of someone in the Cincinnati area who used to
serve in submarines (or still does!) please tell them about the USSVI and the
Cincinnati Base. Direct them to the Base website at www.cincysubvets.com for
more information about the Base.

Meetings
The Cincinnati Base of the USSVI meets at the
American Legion Post #256 located at
897 Oakland Road, Loveland, OH 45140
Unless otherwise noted, our meetings will be on the 4th Saturday of
each month beginning at 1300hrs.
If you need a ride to the meeting or event contact either Dick Young or
Roger Crombie. We will match you with someone in your area. Call
enough ahead of time to allow us to make the arrangements.
Dick Young - (513) 353-4992
Roger Crombie – (937) 667-7479
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We would like to thank
ALL the Sailors aboard
commissioned submarines
for their service to our
country and for protecting
our freedoms.
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Christmas Luncheon
December 10, 2022

Joe Koize
Daryl Beiter in background
Bill Schaefer with head down

Gus Kraus and wife

Tom Fisher and Sue Fisher
Fred Heyse
Roger Crombie

Dave Ashley – Base Commander
Earl Wafford – Base Chaplain

Dick Young presenting personalized cake to
Gus Kraus
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The Polaris Program and the First SSBN
program. Secretary of Defense, Charles
Wilson, at the end of 1955, decided that
IRBMs and ICBMs would have equal
priority and established the Ballistic Missile
Committee (BMC).
Newer versions of the hydrogen bombs
were smaller and more powerful. These
weapons could be delivered by rockets of
reasonable size. Guidance errors could be
offset by larger explosive blasts. Experience
was showing that guiding a cruise missile to
the target was more difficult than guiding a
ballistic missile. Guidance of the rocket was
performed only in the short time of thrusting
up through the atmosphere, whereas the
cruise missile had to be guided all the way to
the target.
Along with the SSG program, the Fiscal
Year 1959 (FY59) budget included a SSBN
prototype. By the end of 1956, the Long
Range Objectives Group suggested that four
SSBNs could supplement the Regulus
submarines.
The navy did not have experience with
ballistic missiles and had to share
development with either the army’s ‘Jupiter’
program or the air forces ‘Thor’ program.
The army was more accommodating and a
joint program was established in November
1955. The CNO established a Special
Projects Office (SPO), under Admiral W. F.
Red Raborn, to sidestep the infighting
between Bureau of Aeronautics (BuAer) and
Bureau of Ordinance (BuOrd). Both thought
they should control the ballistic missile and
nuclear weapons. SPO still exists today.
Captain Jackson and his civilian
counterpart, Ralph Lacey were brought into
SPO to head up the submarine design. The
Jupiter rocket was liquid fueled and very
large, up to 69 ft. tall. In early submarine
design, placing the missile tubes in the sail
was the only way of accommodating this
height. The missile would be raised up to

By the mid-1950s, new technology was
quickly causing whole blocks of ships to
become obsolete. Replacement costs would
be staggering and somehow the cost per ship
had to be kept down.
The Long Range Objective Group
observed that if the navy changed to missiles
for strategic weapons delivery, it could cut
down the size of ships and save money. The
Regulus missile program took off.
Between 1950 and 1954, the navy and air
force did not show any interest in a ballistic
missile. The systems did not exist to
accurately guide a long-range missile to the
target, and the liquid fuel of the missile made
it extremely dangerous for handling on a
ship.
In
1954,
President
Eisenhower
appointed a Technological Capabilities
Panel, chaired by James R. Killian Jr. Of
MIT. This panel studied the problem of a
surprise attack on the U.S. by the USSR.
They determined that the Soviet Union
already had enough one-megaton (1-MT) Hbombs and bombers to cause serious damage
to the U.S. The United States would still have
the upper hand for another 3 to 5 years, but
would still be vulnerable to surprise attack.
The advantage would go to the country that
first deployed ballistic missiles. No air
defense system could counter this missile.
Between the Killian Committee, the air
force, and the navy, there was a lot of
discussion about whether to develop an
Intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM)
and or intercontinental ballistic missile
(ICBM). The committee thought that the
IRBN would be smaller and maybe simpler
than the ICBM. The Air Force argued that the
cost of development would probably be about
the same and the ICBM should be preferred.
Admiral Burke, CNO, saw the IRBM the sort
of technology the navy needed and decided to
develop it alongside the cruise missile
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launch height with an elevator to the top of
the sail to avoid fatal exhaust gases, but they
were having trouble with the elevator.
Jackson saw the missile as just another mast
and could be raised with air pressure, but
stopping the elevator at the top would create
excessive loads on the pneumatic system.
They realized that the missile could start
launching with the rising elevator and reduce
these loads. This would be a key to later
development.

By August 1956, SCP180 (Ships
Characteristics) for the SSBN started to be
formed and were revised to match the SSGN.
The hull, built of HY-80, would have the
same deeper operating depth as the fast
attacks. At this time, a 392 ft. long X 32 ft.
beam submarine would accommodate four
liquid-fueled Jupiter missiles. Some versions
would have fired missiles with only the sail
above the surface.

Submarines Since 1945 – An Illustrated Design History by Norman Friedman, page 192
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Hiroshima.
The SPO staff had done studies of throw
weight versus range for numerous solid-fuel
rockets. When, then, Lt. Comdr. Robert
Wertheim brought back the news of a
lightweight warhead possibility from
Livermore, everyone knew what the
implications were. A single rocket could lift
a warhead and Lt. Charles Allen estimated
that a 5 ft. diameter rocket could propel a 625
lb. warhead 1200 nautical miles (nm). In late
summer of 1956, Adm. Raborn decided to
redirect the program to the small missile.
Quickly, in August 1956, Raborn
formally ended participation in the Jupiter
program. A formal development proposal
was approved by Secretary of Defense in
December. Adm. Raborn set his goals on 7
January 1957 – interim capability in 1963 and
optimum by 1965.
The naval IRBM, ICBM and cruise
missile programs were all vying for money.
The Office of Secretary of Defense (OSD)
wanted the navy to make up their minds –
there wasn’t enough money for all 3. Early in
1957 Regulus I procurement was stopped and
Regulus II cut. Another missile program,
Triton, was already effectively dead. It
appeared that the solid-fuel missile would
cost much less to develop than the liquid-fuel
navy version of Jupiter. The Polaris project is
established
The air force had maintained for years
that thousands of nuclear weapons would be
needed for an effective attack on the Soviet
Union. The navy could not come close to
delivering that many, figuring only a few
hundred. Therefore, its role would be
secondary. However, there were many
skeptics of this analysis, including President
Eisenhower. In 1956, Eisenhower ordered the
navy and army to do their own study.
Surprise – only a few hundred would be
sufficient. Now the navy could provide a

From the beginning of SPO, the navy
intended to convert the Jupiter to a safer,
solid fuel. A single surface ship to carry the
Jupiter was included in each of FY56, FY57,
and FY58 budgets. The first SSBN was in
FY59 to give time to develop the solid fuel
rocket.
In February 1956, Secretary of Defense
Wilson’s Science Advisory Committee
recommended to the navy to develop a solidfuel ballistic missile. Ballistic Missile
Committee agreed to make the solid-fuel
IRBM a backup to Jupiter. However,
Jupiter’s projected warhead and heat shield
was massive, 1500 lbs, and this made the
rocket too large to be launched with a single
solid-fuel motor.
Then it all changed for the better.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
thought that the bomb casing could be its own
heat shield, reducing the weight and in the
summer of 1956, Project Nobska was held.
This study, ordered by CNO Admiral Arleigh
Burke, was held at Nobska Point, near Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution on Cape
Cod, Massachusetts. The focus was on AntiSubmarine Warfare (ASW) operations of
nuclear
submarines,
especially
new
technologies to defend against other
submarines.
One item talked about was significant to
the future of the submarine launched ballistic
missile (SLBM). During a discussion on how
to make a nuclear warhead small, enough for
the Mark 45 torpedo, Edward Teller, of
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
started a discussion on the possibility of
developing a small one-megaton (1-MT)
nuclear warhead for the ballistic missile
project. Another scientist, J. Carlson Mark, of
Los Alamos National Laboratory, disagreed,
but thought maybe a half-megaton (1/2-MT)
warhead might be possible. This would still
be 30 times greater than the bomb dropped on
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national deterrent.
The task now was to figure out how
many missiles could be put on a submarine.
The missiles were now small enough to fit
within the hull and Captain Jackson’s airblast launch eliminated the need for an

had to be arranged near the operations center
to receive position reference. This reference
was a beam of light coming from the subs
control center, SINS - the control/navigation
system. SINS had to be under the sail because
it needed access to two backup navigation

elevator. To maintain the 392 ft. length,
earlier envisioned, a single row of 8 could be
positioned aft of the sail.
The nuclear reactor plant was the
heaviest weight load on the submarine and
having eight missile tubes aft of the sail
messed up the weight distribution. Missiles

systems provided by masts in the sail. One
idea to better distribute weight was to place
four tubes fore and four tubes aft of the
sail/control center. Then Captain Jackson
figured that a double row of missiles could
provide the counter weight needed. The
number of six-foot diameter hull penetrations
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for the missile tubes was a concern for hull
integrity, but the larger number of missiles
that one submarine could carry was
attractive. Jackson determined that number
should be 16. In June 1957, that arrangement
was adopted. A lot of attention was given to
flooding to counter balance the loss of weight
of the missiles when they were launched.
In the summer of 1957, both Atlantic and
Pacific fleet commanders recommended
ending the SSGN program in favor of the
SSBN. The FY58 budget was cut from 3
SSGNs to 1, but the long-range plan still had
two additional SSGNs each year. Maybe
hedging their bet?
All of a sudden, timing became more
urgent. In August of 1957, the Soviets fired
their first ICBM. This was explained away in
the U.S. as an unsuccessful launch. Then the
Soviets launched two Sputniks in the fall.
Two days after Sputnik II launched, on
November 4, 1957, Secretary of Navy
Thomas Gates asked Adm. Burke whether
the Regulus II program could be sped up.
Burke declined. Converting SSNs to SSGNs
would severely limit the ASW effort. Also,
the SSBN was advancing rapidly and might
be commissioned as quickly as new SSGNs.
With the Sputnik launch and the
heightened Soviet threat, the already tight
schedule of the Polaris program was
accelerated even more. In October of 1957,
SPO promised to get two submarines to sea
in early 1962 and a third three months later.
Also a 1500 nm ICBM by 1963. Then on 26
November 1957, SPO offered to get the first
SSBN, armed with the interim A-1 missile, to
sea by October 1960. Later, SPO offered to
field a 1000nm missile, the A-1X version by
April 1960, if necessary.
At the same time that the first SSBN was
being designed and built, the Polaris missile
program continued to surge ahead. The navy
favored on IRBM and an underwater launch
so the submarine had a better chance of
surviving. Two ideas were developed for this

Adm. ‘Red’ Raborn and Adm. Arleigh Burke
inspect a model of the USS George Washington

– wet and dry launch – where the missile
would be inside a casing that would peel off
at the surface or the missile would be fired
through the water without a casing. At the
same time, development of air and gas
propulsion of the missile out of a submerged

tube was happening.
The first test firing of Polaris was 24
September 1958 – AX-1. It failed. Different
failures occurred in the four test launches into
early 1959. AX-6 was successfully launched
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on 20 April 1959. Then the inertial guidance
system was tested on 1 July 1959 on AX-11.
The missile failed but it showed that the new
guidance system worked.

operational until 1964. So, the first several
years of patrols had to rely on SINS.
The first operational version of Polaris
was the A-1, having a range of 1,400nm. It
had a single MK-1 re-entry vehicle with a W47-Y1 600K-T nuclear warhead. The twostage solid fueled missile was 28.5ft. long
and 54 inches in diameter and had a launch
weight of 28,800lbs. The prime contractor for
all three versions of Polaris was Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company (now Lockheed
Martin)
The A-2 version of Polaris was an
upgraded A-1. Entering service in late 1961,
it was carried by 13 submarines and served
until June 1974.
On 6 May 1962, during operation Frigate
Bird, the Ethan Allen (SSBN-608), running
submerged, launched a stockpile Polaris A-2
missile toward Christmas Island, and
successfully detonated the warhead 1,000
miles out and 11,000 ft. high.
The W47 warhead of the Polaris A-1 had
problems and large numbers of missiles were
recalled for modifications. The navy wanted
a replacement warhead with equal or greater
destructive power. The W-48 nuclear
warhead was developed with a cluster of
three warheads. This became the Polaris A-3,
the last version of Polaris.
The cluster warhead was given the name
Multiple Re-entry Vehicle (MRV). The
warheads would fan out, like a shotgun blast,
around a target. The MRV could not
independently target each warhead, like a
future MIRV missile could. The three 200kT warheads were equivalent in destructive
power to a 1 M-T warhead due to the spread
out pattern. The circular error probable (CEP)
of 3,000 ft. was too large to be used against

Guidance system for the Polaris missile
Initially the developers planned to utilize
the existing ‘Stable Platform’ configuration
of the inertial guidance system developed for
the SSGs. This was the work of MIT
Instrumentation Laboratory, named Ships
Inertial Navigation System (SINS) that was
delivered to the navy in 1954. Many issues
were encountered; perhaps the worse was the
outdated technology of gyroscopes they
would be implementing. The ‘Stable
Platform” did not account for changing
gravitational fields the submarine would pass
through, nor the ever-changing positon of the
earth. It made it nearly impossible for
navigational readouts to remain accurate and
reliable. Polaris found hope in a guidance
system abandoned by the air force. The
Autonetics Division of North American
Aviation had developed a guidance system
named as XN6 Autonavigator. It was
designed for air-breathing cruise missiles, but
proved useful in 1958 to be installed on
submarines.
A predecessor to GPS satellite
navigation system, the Transit system (later
called NAVSAT) was developed so
submarines could know their position to
program the missiles. In 1958, a small
computer was developed to be installed
onboard submarines. Named AN/UYK-1, it
was developed by William Guier and George
Weiffenbach of John Hopkins Applied
Physics Laboratory (APL). This would
interpret data from the Transit satellite and
send guidance information to the Polaris
missiles. SINS had been developed to
provide continuous dead reckoning of a
submarines position in between positon fixes
from other systems such as LORAN.
However, the Transit system did not become
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‘hardened’ targets, but was useful for
attacking military surface targets such as
airfields and radar sites. This could make a
path for the heavy bombers of the Air Force.

The first SSBN – George Washington was
commissioned 30 December 1959 and departed on its
first deterrent patrol on 15 November 1960

Sources:
U.S. Submarines Since 1945, Revised Edition An Illustrated Design History by Norman Friedman
Wikipedia – UGM-27 Polaris
Wikipedia – Project Nobska
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory – Science and Technology – The Polaris program
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George Washington Class SSBN
SCB-180 was being developed, by the
Ship Characteristics Board, for the first
SSBN. In the normal course of time, the first
SSBN would be in ready in 1961 or 62.
However, because of Sputnik, this schedule
was no longer acceptable and Capt. Jackson
and Ralph Lacey looked to existing and
partially built submarines that would be
suitable for modifications for an interim
Polaris missile platform. They fixed on the
Skipjack class, several of which were being
built at that time. These modified Skipjacks
would become SCB-180A. Many of the
characteristics of SCB180 were adopted into
SCB180A. SCB-180 continued development
and later became the Ethan Allen class.
The Scorpion (SSN-589) had been laid
down in November 1957, at Electric Boat.
Material and equipment was already ordered
for the Sculpin (SSN-590), also to be built at
Electric Boat, and Scamp (SSN-591), to be
built at Mare Island. On 12 February 1958,
President Eisenhower authorized the first
three ballistic missile submarines. These
were originally designated SSGN (FBM) and
redesignated SSBN in 26 June 1958.
Scorpion became George Washington
(SSBN-598). Sculpin became the second
SSBN, Patrick Henry (SSBN-599) and the
Scamp became the Theodore Roosevelt
(SSBN-600).
A 141ft.-1in. long missile compartment,
similar to that planned for SCB180 was
installed. The missile section had a 33ft.
beam, larger than Skipjacks 31ft.-7in. beam
and had to be faired–in. Not an easy task.
This is why the class looks like a bulge erupts
at the forward end of the sail instead of the
faired hull form of later FBMs. The
submarine was designed to launch missiles
while stopped and hovering. A 50 ton
gyroscope was installed in the early FBM’s
to provide for platform stability while firing
missiles, but this was later found not to be

necessary.
The Thresher class was already being
developed and SCB180A would use the
HY80 steel for the hull and use the more
silenced engineering spaces using Electric
Boat’s “rafted machinery design”. Control
surfaces were enlarged from the Skipjack
class, with a new rudder extending below the
keel. The hydraulic system was beefed up to
handle the larger loading on the control
surfaces. Internal ballast tanks were added to
increase reserve buoyancy and to maintain
adequate trim on the surface. Two large hard
tanks were also added for missile firing
compensation. The Skipjack bow torpedo
room was retained, but with fewer torpedo
reloads. The SCB called for a five-man
bridge - the Skipjack class had a four-man
bridge and the bridge was made larger. The
sail was made wider to house more masts and
was strengthened to allow operation under
the Arctic ice. Space in the sail was reserved
for two sonar transducers that could be
mounted in the sail for under-ice navigation.

USS George Washington (SSBN-598)
USS
George
Washington
was
commissioned 30 December 1959 and
departed on her first patrol 15 November
1960, several years ahead of the original
scheduled program.
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This ballistic missile submarine program
was treated like a wartime mobilization. The
force had to operate almost all the time and
the two crew system, gold and blue crews,
was adopted from the British Royal Navy,
who practiced alternating crews on warships
on the China station.
Five members of our Cincinnati Base
served on one of the five George Washington

Class Boats. They are Terry Loughmiller
(George Washington), Jerry McKinney
(Patrick Henry), Earl Wafford (Abraham
Lincoln), Gerald Proffitt (Patrick Henry), and
Ron Romer (Abraham Lincoln). I was able to
interview three of them. Their interviews
follow.

Specifications
Length: 381.6 feet / Beam: 33 feet
Displacement: 5,400 tons light/ 5,959-6,019 tons Surface/ 6,709-6,888 tons submerged
Power Plant: S5W Pressurized Water Nuclear Reactor/ 2 geared steam turbines at 15,000 shp
Speed: 20 knots surface/ 25 knots submerged
Test depth: 700 feet
Crew: 100 enlisted/ 12 officers
Armament: 16 missile tubes for Polaris missiles/ 6 torpedo tubes

George Washington Class SSBN
Name and Hull Number

Laid Down

Launched

Commissioned

First Patrol

Nov-1957

9-Jun-1959

30-Dec-1959

15-Nov-1960

Patrick Henry (SSBN-599)

27-May-1958

22-Sep-1959

11-Apr-1960

Dec-60

Theodore Roosevelt (SSBN-600)

20-May-1958

3-Oct-1959

13-Feb-1961

19-Jul-1961

Robert E. Lee (SSBN-601)

25-Aug-1958

18-Dec-1959

15-Sep-1960

9-Aug-1961

Nov-1958

14-May-1960

8-Mar-1961

Nov-61

George Washington (SSBN-598)

Abraham Lincoln (SSBN-602)
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He and the family moved back to
Clarksville. Terry worked in the cigarette
factories and went to college on his off time,
completing an Assoc. design in Computer
Science from Indiana University.
He went to work in the banking industry
maintaining the Burroughs computer systems
that were big in banking then. Somewhere
during this time, his marriage ended.
In 1983, a recruiter found him a job in
Cincinnati, still working on Burroughs
computers, but now programming them. He
met his present wife at work and they were
married in 1985. Their employer had very
good benefits. You could retire when your
age, and years of service equaled 80. Terry’s
wife, Brenda, retired at age 53 and Terry
followed 18 months later at age 57. Both
were assistant V.P.’s in different areas of the
organization.
Terry has been busy in other group
organizations since. Brenda got him involved
in a skiing club until an operation stopped
him from skiing. He and Brenda ride
motorcycles and are member of the local
Gold Wing Chapter. He has been writing the
monthly newsletter for the motorcycle club
for 7 years. Now they have a vacation home
in Florida and will be departing Cincinnati
soon to spend the winter there and ride
motorcycles. I’m envious.
Terry is a life member of USSVI org and
is a plank owner of the Cincinnati Base,
attending the first meeting in Dick Young’s
basement.
Terry’s email is: tloughm@gmail.com

Terry Loughmiller
Terry joined up in December 1966. After
boot camp at Great Lakes, he stayed there for
Fire Control Torpedo (FTG) A-school.
Terry married in March of 1967 to his
high sweetheart from Clarksville, IN – across
the Ohio River from Louisville. He then
reported aboard the George Washington
(SSBN-598) in the summer of 1967. That fall
he made his first patrol out of Holy Loch. The
George Washington was his qual boat.
Around Thanksgiving 1967, he went to
New London Sub Base to attend FTG Cschool.
The Washington carried the usual
torpedoes of that day – Mk 14, Mk 37, and
Mk 45. Terry also qualified and stood
watches on the missile systems in missile
control center (MCC).
He is not sure how many patrols he
actually made. In the spring of 1971, the boat
went into the yards in Charleston for a major
overhaul. This included a reactor refueling
and the Mk 112 fire control system was
removed and refurbished. A console was
added to the Mk112 for the new Mk 48
torpedo and he had to go back to school for
this. The Mk 112 was an analog system and
the new console was new digital technology .
The boat was in overhaul for 1-1/2 years, he
moved his wife down to Charleston, and their
first daughter was born there.
After sea trails, they fired a missile off
Cape Canaveral and then took the boat over
to Rota, Spain. Terry made 2 more patrols
from Rota. The Navy decided to send the
Washington to Guam in the Pacific, with the
homeport in Hawaii. However, for the Navy
to move the family you had to have at least a
year left of service time and he did not have
that. Terry decided not to extend and was able
to be transfer to the submarine tender in
Charleston, where he finished his enlistment.
There second daughter was born in
December just before he got out in January
1974. He was in for just over 7 years.
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The Henry was going through its first
overhaul at Electric Boat in Groton,
Connecticut, when he went aboard in 1965.
After overhaul, Gerry was assigned to the
Gold crew.
The Blue crew took the Henry on the
first patrol out of the yards and delivered her
to the Holy Loch, Scotland. Gerry made three
patrols from Holy Loch, before leaving the
Navy in December 1967.
He enjoyed his time in the Navy and
wishes he had stayed. While on the Patrick
Henry a daughter was born. Gerry’s time on
patrol was long enough that his son didn’t
remember him and this distressed him
greatly. He asked to be transferred to a fast
attack, figuring he would be home more
often. He was told no and decided to leave the
Navy.
Gerry had another son after the Navy.
Gerry and his wife will celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary, June 29, 2023. He is
retired, just turned 80 years old on November
7 of this year, and lives in Maineville, Ohio.
If you would like to contact him, his email
address is: gpro70@hotmail.com

Gerald (Gerry) Proffitt
Gerry enlisted January 13, 1961. After
boot camp, he went to Machinist Mate (MM)
school at Great Lakes. He was supposed to go
sub school, but the Navy decided to send him
to the USS Frank E. Evans (DD-754) for 6
months and then sent him to sub school. From
there he was assigned to the USS Bonefish
(SS-582) where he first qualified in
submarines in 1962. The boat was home
ported in San Diego and during that time the
Cuban Missile Crisis occurred. The Bonefish
was sent to patrol off the eastern Russian
coast. They ended up in a fierce storm and
had to stay on the surface. A very rough time.
In January 1963, Gerry reported to Mare
Island, California, for nuclear power school.
While there, he went to Sacramento,
California with a friend. They attended a
party and he met his future wife. He married
her just before leaving California to go to
Idaho for his next segment of nuclear power
school.
In Idaho he was supposed to go to SIW
(nuclear prototype for the Nautilus), but was
told the class was too crowded and was sent
to A1W (nuclear prototype for the Aircraft
carrier Enterprise) instead. A1W was at the
same site as S1W. After completing Nuc
School, he stayed on for ELT School and
afterward, was asked to stay on staff. While
there in Idaho, his first child, a son, was born.
In September or October 1964, he
reported to the USS Sculpin (SSN-590) in
San Diego. He did not stay long. Sculpin was
slated to go into major overhaul, and he was
transferred to the USS Whale (SSN-638).
The Whale was being built by General
Dynamics in Quincy, MA. At that time, the
Navy was reviewing the need for future
submarines and the Whale’s future was in
doubt. Gerry was there only 3 months and
was again transferred, this time to the USS
Patrick Henry (SSBN-599). Oh, by the way –
the Whale was not cut and was commissioned
12 October 1968.
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maintenance and he remembers that he
personally did all the maintenance for E-div.
The crew also had a non-nuc electrician that
ran the stills for water production and he
reported to Earl as well. He didn’t get much
sleep and was always tired and he thinks this
is probably the main reason he left the Navy.
The boat needed 2 divers and asked for
volunteers. Because of his father’s career, he
immediately volunteered. Scuba diving
school lasted 4 weeks, 2 weeks at the Coast
Guard Academy pool and 2 weeks out in the
ocean.
After sea trails, weapons loadout,
launching a missile, etc., the boat went on
patrol and finished up at Holy Loch,
Scotland. Homeport was New London.
Earl did 2 patrols out of Holy Loch. He
remembers walking over the giant gyro and
feeling the tremor through his feet. They also
had a Doctor on board as part of the crew.
Earl left the Navy in 1963 and returned
to Cincinnati. Initially he worked at
Westinghouse in the motor repair shop and
then hired into Proctor-Gamble. P&G was
paying better. He was hired in 1964 and
retired after 32 years. Earl is 83 years old and
has been married for 63 years. He has two
daughters, 5 grandchildren and 2 great
grandchildren with one more to be born in a
couple of weeks, AND he just learned that his
fourth great grandchild will be born in
August of 2023. Congratulations!
Earl is an active member of the
Cincinnati Sub Vet Organization and is the
base Chaplain. Earl’s email address is:
ecwafford@cinci.rr.com

Earl Wafford
Earl was the son of a Navy deep-sea
diver (hard-hat diver) who had a 20 year
career. Earl and his family were stationed in
Panama, Maryland and Key West, Florida,
before his father retired in 1950 and moved
back to their home town of Dillsboro, IN.
Earl’s father was a strict father. Having
troubles at home, Earl enlisted immediately
after completing high school in 1957.
Boot camp, followed by Electricians
Mate (EM) school were at Great Lakes. He
decided to volunteer for submarines because
the pay was better.
After sub school in New London, he was
assigned to the USS Sea Fox (SS-402), a
Balao-class submarine. He traveled to Japan
to pick up the boat and had to wait several
weeks while the Sea Fox finished their West
Pac cruise. He didn’t think about asking what
they did on the cruise at the time he went
aboard the boat. Years later, he asked a friend
from that crew what they did on that cruise
and he still does not know. The friend says
it’s secret – even to this day.
One day on the Sea Fox, the CO offered
nuclear power school to Earl, but he would
have to add 2 years to his enlistment. He
wanted to think about it. The CO said fine;
give me your answer in the morning! Earl did
not sleep much that night, but decided to go.
He went to Nuclear power school, first in
Mare Island, California and completed
training at S1W (nuclear prototype for the
Nautilus) in Idaho.
In 1959, he married his high school
sweetheart from Dillsboro and reported
aboard the Abraham Lincoln (SSBN-602) in
1959, under construction at Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard in Kittery, ME. During this
time, the Thresher was finishing overhaul and
a neighbor of theirs was on the crew that went
down with the Thresher.
Earl was a 2nd class Electrician when he
reported aboard and made 1st class while on
the Lincoln. They put him in charge of
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Submarines on Eternal Patrol
Spend a moment in silence for these departed
shipmates.

January

February

March

USS Scorpion (SS-278) lost 5 Jan.1944

USS Barbel (SS-316) lost 4 Feb. 1945

USS Perch (SS-176) lost 3 Mar. 1942

USS Argonaut (SS-166) lost 10 Jan.1943

USS Shark (SS-174) lost 11 Feb. 1942

USS Grampus (SS-207) lost 5 Mar. 1943

USS Swordfish (SS-193) lost 12 Jan. 1945

USS Amberjack (SS-219) lost 16 Feb.1943

USS H-1 (SS-28) lost 12 Mar. 1920

USS S-36 (SS-141) lost 20 Jan. 1942

USS Grayback (SS-208) lost 26 Feb. 1944

USS Triton (SS-201) lost 15 Mar. 1943

USS S-26 (SS-131) lost 24 Jan. 1942

USS Trout (SS-202) lost 19 Feb. 1944

USS Kete (SS-369) lost 20 Mar. 1945
USS F-4 (SS-23) Loat 25 Mar. 1915
USS Trigger (SS-237) lost 26 Mar. 1945
USS Tullibee (SS-284) lost 26 Mar. 1944

U.S. Submarine Veterans, Inc. Cincinnati Base
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